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Foundational Investment Reasons:
Why SEO Content Works
•

Over the pandemic (March 2020 - current), Google search traffic went from 3.6 billion searches/day to 6 billion
searches/day. The amount of people using Google to search answers to their questions has never been greater.
(Worldometers)

•

92.96% of global traffic comes from Google: Google search, Google Images, and Google Maps. (Sparktoro)

•

SEO drives 1000%+ more traffic than organic social media. (BrightEdge)

•

68% of all online experiences begin with a search engine. (BrightEdge)

•

53.3% of all website traffic comes from organic search. (BrightEdge)

•

69.7% of search queries contain four words or more. (Ahrefs)

•

60% of marketers say that inbound (SEO, blog content, etc.) is their highest quality source of leads. (HubSpot)

Snapshot: Existing Traffic & Potential
Growth for CleanApps.Org
CleanApps.org has a DA (Domain Authority) of 31, over 2,000 backlinks, and currently ranks 28 keywords (view all keyword
rankings, exported from SEMrush September 16, 2020).
Although the domain is over two years old, it still has a lot of growth to do in terms of content and the number of search
terms it ranks for. Considering its current state, it can take between three to six months before we start seeing significant
growth in organic traffic.
As per our discussion, I recommend a minimum of one new publication per week, focusing on long-tail keywords that we
can rank for with relative ease. Whenever possible, we also want to include CTAs that prompt readers to sign up as
organization members since that's the primary metric we care about.
Additionally, our SEMrush audit revealed a few simple SEO fixes we can implement, including adding H1 headings and meta
descriptions to existing content.
Findings September 16, 2020 using SEMrush Pro

Existing Traffic & Site Trust Flow – CleanApps.org

Existing Traffic & Site
Trust Flow –
CleanApps.org

Site Health
Site health should be
improved from 72 to 100,
and design/technical issues
addressed by a qualified
web designer. Download
the full audit from SEMrush
here, ran September 16 2020.

Site Health
Site health should be
improved from 72 to 100,
and design/technical issues
addressed by a qualified
web designer. Analysis
run using the SEO Analyzer.
We suggest starting by adding
missing meta descriptions for
the pages that need it and
implementing H1 headings
across the website.

Google Trends for
Your Industry Topics

Privacy-related topics and PCI-compliance queries are gaining in popularity as of September 2020. Google categories 'breakout' terms as those that
experience a search growth of 5000%.
Users are interested in software solutions to ensure compliance. We can offer them a DIY-approach to app regulations through guides and tutorials.

Google Trends for
Your Industry Topics

CCPA compliance is a breakout query that we can target by providing a breakdown of how it affects app developers and marketers (vs most existing content that focuses
mostly on explaining the regulation itself). GDPR compliance also offers a similar opportunity.

Topic Research for
CleanApps.org
You have a trustworthy website, and will quickly gain
new rankings and traffic with new, consistently-published SEO
content of 1,000w blogs around focus keywords. My
recommendation is one new blog per week at a minimum.
Here are some hot categories and exploding topics that we
could focus on.

Direction for
Topic Research

Provided by Client

EXAMPLE (CleanApps.org)
1) Google Ads Policy / Compliance
Bing Ads Policy / Compliance
Unwanted or deceptive app criteria
Microsoft Store policy
Apple store policy
Google Chrome Extension store policy
Google Web Store policy
payment processing policy
cart disclosure requirements
free trial requirements
Privacy requirements (GDPR, and US equivalents)
2) We are a non-profit trade organization with a mission of sharing what our community needs to know about to stay ahead and plan their roadmaps with so they can
stay in business and maintain predictable revenue. Service so far has been in the form of blog posts, webinars with key leaders across regulatory areas, and in-person
events.
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Hot Categories – Privacy Regulations
Topic Category 1
(priority)

Topic Category 2
(priority)

CCPA compliance: a breakdown of
how the CCPA affects app developers
and marketers, and tutorials on how
to ensure you remain in compliance
with the regulation.

GDPR compliance: how the GDPR
affects app developer and marketers,
and how to ensure you remain in
compliance with the regulation.

CCPA compliance is a breakout topic
according to Google Trends and one
that’s relatively easy to rank for.
There’s potential for at least two
topics here.

GDPR compliance is a more
competitive search term, but there’s
potential to rank for related queries.
For example, “data protection
officer”.

Topic Category 3
(priority)
Case studies that discuss specific
instances of apps being in breach of
compliance regulations and what
impact that had on their growth.

This family of topics will focus on
news and past cases, so interest may
vary depending on each case’s
popularity.

Topic Category 4
(priority)
Apple store for macOS: discuss
compliance requirements and
guidelines for app developers and
marketers.

We want to focus on this topic to
drive interest for CleanApp.org’s
upcoming October webinar.
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Hot Categories – Privacy Regulations
Topic Category 1 (priority)

Data

CCPA compliance: a breakdown of how the CCPA affects app developers and marketers, and tutorials on how to ensure you
remain in compliance with the regulation.

There’s a lot of interest around CCPA compliance and most of the content out there is very dry and fails to
provide actionable answers. Our content should be easily digestible and more focused around specific
aspects of the regulation.
1. A Complete CCPA Compliance Checklist for Your App
2. CCPA Compliance in Marketing: What You Need to Know to Avoid Breaches
3. CCPA vs GDPR Compliance: X Key Differences for App Marketing
4. CCPA Compliance and Cookies: X Things You Need to Know
5. Are CCPA Compliance Solutions Worth Paying For?
5. What Are The Penalties for Non-Compliance With the CCPA?

Topic number one has the biggest
potential since there are around 1,000
searches per month for “ccpa
compliance checklist” and the
difficulty is acceptable.
The rest of the topics focus on longterm keywords with lower search
numbers. By breaking down the topic
into more targeted articles, we can
become the go-to source for
information on CCPA compliance
requirements.
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Hot Categories - Apologetics
Topic Category 2 (priority)
GDPR compliance: how the GDPR affects app developer and marketers,
and how to ensure you remain in compliance with the regulation.

6. This is a competitive topic where most of the results are
breakdowns of the regulation itself. Our suggestion is to
start by focusing on the “data protection officer” keyword,
which has excellent volume, lower difficulty, and ties into
our content strategy. We can start with an article such as
“Should Your Company Appoint a Data Protection Officer?
(X Benefits)”.
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Hot Categories
Topic Category 4 (priority)
Apple store for macOS: discuss compliance requirements and guidelines
for app developers and marketers.

7. Most keywords around Apple store, macOS, and iOS guidelines are incredibly
competitive. “Apple compliance”, for example, is dominated by Apple itself,
which makes it nearly impossible to compete with.
Our suggestion, if we want to focus on content that promotes CleanApp’s
upcoming Apple store for macOS compliance webinar is to target more broad
terms such as “app store developer” and “app store review guidelines”. For
example “App Store Review Guidelines for macOS Developers”.
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Costs
Next is an overview of the costs involved in creating content to
supply your content plan recommendations.
Costs and recommendations for writing levels and services from
Express Writers’ Content Shop.
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Costs - What It Would Cost for Express Writers to Develop Content
Content Creation (Blogs)

Cost/Service

1/week minimum to cover one from hottest topic areas; 1,000w minimum (in order to gain Google rankings
and match reader-expectations of topical depth) considering most of our suggestions at this stage are in-depth guides
and benefit breakdowns.

Authority Content (long-form blogs)

Rates: $450/1000-1500w blog, authority content.

If 1/week, $450/week

Recommendation: A two-month editorial calendar to narrow down what articles to prioritize, following our onearticle per week recommendation ($350).

Potential traffic drive: Depends on keyword volume per blog and the understanding that content usually requires
between 3-6 months to rank. As per our discussion, our primary goal is to increase CleanApp.org’s membership count
so we want to use that as a metric versus overall traffic (although the two go hand in hand).

$1,800 month
Consistent authority content
$350/every two months or as
needed
To put together an editorial
calendar for the CleanApps.org
blog.
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Costs - Additional Recommendations (not offered by Express Writers)
Priority Recommendation: Invest in Web Development Fixes
Hire a web designer for this list of fixes
Improve the list of site issues (see full audit).

Increase site health score from 72 to 100% and immediately see increases in traffic from everything we do content-wise.

10 hours minimum; $80/hour typical cost, $800 minimum to spend 10 hours on the site and work (highly recommended, addressing
site flow and technical/readability [UX] errors will dramatically increase and improve traffic and time on site).
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Costs
Questions about your report?
Email us at support@expresswriters.com.

Key (Guide)
We use Google Trends, SEMrush, Mangools’ KWFinder, and the eye/mind of our human Content
Strategist to put together fantastic topic opportunities that will help your website grow.
Read through each slide and study the data, most of which is self-explanatory, to understand your topics
and opportunities. Here’s a simple explanation of the metrics we look for when putting together a
baseline content strategy for you.
To find keywords, we review your input form and any rough ideas you sent through, as well as your site.
Then, we look for the best opportunities that exist in our keyword research tools, taking keywords into
our paid keyword software tools to find best possibilities. Here are the metrics we follow:
• Relevancy is a completely human (non-automated/tool) metric that our Content Strategists use when
researching your keywords. Our Content Strategists will research your site, your audience, get familiar
with it—and then ask, What would be most relevant to pull in an ideal buyer or audience member? If the
keyword isn’t relevant, it isn’t worth pursuing.
• KD is Keyword Difficulty, a 1 to 100 score. 50 and below are scores we look for when finding for newer
and emerging sites with little DA (domain authority). 50-70 difficulty scores are not recommended if you
have a new site; this is a high score that is hard to find a ranking opportunity in unless our clients’ sites
have a high DA and trust flow. KD is the industry keyword difficulty acronym in many tools: SEMrush,
KWFinder, Ahrefs, Moz, etc.
• Volume is the average number of searches for the keyword across 1 month. Remember, less searches
for a very close /relatable keyword could mean more clients, while more searches for a broader keyword
could be less conversions. 100 potential buyers is far better than 10,000 non-buyers.
• Competition. This is a number 0 to 100 that represents the number of optimized pages published on
the Internet for each keyword. The higher this number, the more competing pages there are. Generally,
your strategist will not recommend a keyword that has a competition score higher than 50.

Created by
Back in 2011, our founder Julia McCoy began Express Writers on the principle of finding
talented writers who shared a heartfelt passion for writing great content.
Since then, we’ve grown to include 90+ writers, have written for brands of all sizes around the
globe, and completed 20,000 projects.
We believe in creating great content, without compromise. We’re a team of content creators
that care. We serve clients that have high-volume, high-quality content needs, and are ready
to go. We’ll take your input forms, topics, and work magic to create amazing content for you in
the top online content formats. With 90+ expert content writers, we cater to multiple formats
and expert industries (our specialist expert
writers can write long-form SEO blogs, web pages, emails, landing pages, social media posts,
video scripts and more); and, we focus on and commit to producing quality
in everything we write.
We look forward to hearing about your projects, and how we can help you soar
online with great content.

